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Modulation of Agrin Function by
Alternative Splicing and Ca2 Binding
number of genes estimated to be encoded in the human
genome (Graveley, 2001). Transcript splicing can be
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cells.
Synthetic peptides corresponding to the splice insertsThe aggregation of acetylcholine receptors on post-
synaptic membranes is a key step in neuromuscular are not able to induce AChR aggregation (Gesemann et
al., 1995), indicating that the inserts are functional onlyjunction development. This process depends on alter-
natively spliced forms of the proteoglycan agrin with in the context of the three-dimensional structure of the
G3 domain. These observations suggest that the B“B-inserts” of 8, 11, or 19 residues in the protein’s
globular C-terminal domain, G3. Structures of the neu- splice in the G3 domain is an important determinant in
the recognition of agrin by its receptor. The agrin recep-ral B8 and B11 forms of agrin-G3 were determined by
X-ray crystallography. The structure of G3-B0, which tor, which awaits complete identification, is believed to
be a complex in which a muscle-specific tyrosine kinaselacks inserts, was determined by NMR. The agrin-G3
domain adopts a  jellyroll fold. The B insert site is (MuSK) is the signaling component (Glass et al., 1996).
Consistent with this hypothesis, agrin fragments thatflanked by four loops on one edge of the  sandwich.
The loops form a surface that corresponds to a versa- induce AChR aggregation also induce phosphorylation
of MuSK, while splice variants inactive in AChR aggrega-tile interaction interface in the family of structurally
related LNS proteins. NMR and X-ray data indicate tion fail to trigger MuSK phosphorylation (Glass et al.,
1996).that this interaction interface is flexible in agrin-G3
The presence of peptide inserts at the B site alsoand that flexibility is reduced by Ca2 binding. The
affects the affinity of agrin for a second interaction part-plasticity of the interaction interface could enable dif-
ner, the peripheral membrane protein -dystroglycanferent splice forms of agrin to select between multiple
(-DG). -DG is highly expressed in skeletal muscle andbinding partners.
is part of the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex—the site
of pathogenic mutations responsible for a number ofIntroduction
muscular dystrophies including the most common Du-
chenne type (Winder, 2001). In contrast to agrin’s AChR-Alternative mRNA splicing provides a means of fine-
clustering activity, the presence of B-inserts lower thetuning and diversifying eukaryotic gene products. Splic-
affinity of agrin for -DG. A second important differenceing of the Dscam gene of Drosophilla melanogaster,
is that binding of agrin to -DG requires at least two Gfor example, can generate more transcripts than the
domains (Gesemann et al., 1996). In addition to agrin,
-DG binds to laminin, perlecan, and neurexins (Hohen-*Correspondence: andrei@uconn.edu (A.T.A.), joerg.stetefeld@
unibas.ch (J.S.) ester and Engel, 2002). Binding of these proteins to-DG
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Figure 1. Domain Organization of Agrin
(A) Agrin is a mosaic protein composed of the
following domains: SS, signal peptide; NtA,
N-terminal agrin; FS, follistatin-like; LE, lami-
nin EGF-like; S/T, serine/threonine-rich re-
gion; SEA, module found in sea urchin sperm
protein, enterokinase, and agrin; EG, EGF-
like; G, globular. Sites of alternative mRNA
splicing (Y) and potential N- and O-glycosyla-
tion sites (triangles and circles) are indicated.
Agrin mRNA can undergo alternative splicing
at several sites, giving rise to proteins that
differ in tissue specificity and function. The
SS and NtA domains are substituted by a
cytoplasmic and transmembrane domain in
membrane-bound forms of agrin (Bezakova
and Ruegg, 2003). The insert KSRK at splice
site A in the G2 domain (called “y” in rodents)
promotes binding to heparin. Inserts at the B
site of the G3 domain (“z” in rodents) impart
agrin’s ability to cluster AChRs on cultured
myotubes.
(B) Sequence alignment of B19 inserts from
different organisms. The B19 insert results
from joining the B8 (blue) and B11 (orange)
inserts.
(C) Structure-based sequence alignment for
all three G domains (G1-3) of chick agrin. Se-
quence numbers correspond to the mature
protein. In G3, every tenth residue is marked
in bold and underlined. Secondary structural
elements were determined with PROCHECK
(Laskowsky et al., 1993) and are indicated
above the alignment sequentially. Residues
coordinating to the calcium ion are indicated
in pink, and cystein residues in light blue. The
splice inserts A and B are marked with black
arrows.
is mediated by LNS globular domains, which share a gene/one-function dogma and serves as an archetype
of how biological complexity in molecular recognition,similar  jellyroll fold (Rudenko et al., 2001). The interac-
tion of -DG with these domains serves as a structural regulation, and ultimately function can be achieved in
nature through elaborations on a common protein fold.bridge between the extracellular matrix and muscle cell
membranes (Allamand and Campbell, 2000). Consis- To obtain insights into the structure-function relations
of this protein, we have determined the structures oftently, binding of agrin to -DG is thought to stabilize
the postsynaptic apparatus once formed, but does not three splice variants of the G3 domain and have charac-
terized the changes in the G3 domain accompanyingappear to be involved in the agrin-mediated postsynap-
tic differentiation of the NMJ (Sanes and Lichtman, Ca2 binding. This work shows that splice inserts are
accommodated without major perturbation of the agrin-2001).
Alternative mRNA splicing at the site A, which en- G3 domain’s LNS/ jellyroll folding motif. The splice
inserts are incorporated on one edge of the  sandwichcodes a 4 residue insert within the G2 domain (Figure
1A), is necessary for agrin to bind heparin (Campanelli between strands 2 and 3. The inserts are flanked by
four loops, which form a surface corresponding to aet al., 1996; Gesemann et al., 1996). Heparin blocks
binding of agrin to -DG, as well as the AChR-clustering molecular recognition interface in the family of LNS pro-
teins. NMR shows that this surface in agrin-G3 is subjectactivity of agrin (Gesemann et al., 1995, 1996). Ca2 is
required for both the AChR-clustering activity of agrin to dynamic flexibility on microsecond to millisecond
timescales. Three of the loops, L4-5, L6-7, and L10-and for the binding of agrin to -DG (Borges et al., 2002;
Campanelli et al., 1996; Gesemann et al., 1996; Megeath 11, contribute directly to the Ca2 binding site, and the
insert-bearing loop L2-3 contributes through a bridgingand Fallon, 1998).
Agrin provides an interesting departure from the one- water molecule. While binding of Ca2 rigidifies the inter-
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Table 1. Statistics for the 15 Lowest Energy G3-B0 NMR Structures




Short range (1  |i  j|  5) 192
Long range (5  |i  j|) 761
Hydrogen bond (2x) 138
Dihedral (φ 99,  101, 1 42) 242
Disulfide (Cys1916-Cys1942) 1
Residual restraint violations
Distance (A˚)b 0.049  0.002
Dihedral (	) 0.50  0.05
RMS deviations from ideal geometry
Bonds (A˚) 0.004  0.0002
Angles (	) 0.69  0.01
Improper torsions (	) 0.56  0.02
Coordinate rms deviations (A˚)
NMR ensemble to average C, C, N All Heavy
Entire domain (residues 1766–1942, 176 of 195 a.a.) 1.02  0.14 1.60  0.17
Excluding loops L2-3, L4-5, L10-11 (151 amino acids)c 0.69  0.06 1.26  0.12
Only  strands (82 amino acids)d 0.50  0.07 1.10  0.12
G3-B0 (NMR) average to G3-B8-Ca2 (X-ray)
Entire domain (residues 1766–1942, 176 of 195 a.a.) 1.87 2.60
Excluding three loops (151 amino acids)c 1.43 2.27
Only  strands (82 amino acids)d 1.07 1.96
a Includes 225 distance restraints to protons with ambiguous stereospecific assignments represented as 1/Sr6
1/6 sums.
b Uncertainties are one standard deviation.
c Residues 1766–1779, 1790–1810, 1817–1879, 1890–1942. The 24 residues in the three loops account for only 25 (3%) of the total 761 long-
range NOE distance restraints identified in the domain.
d Residues 1766–1769, 1774–1778, 1790–1799, 1804–1809, 1818–1824, 1828–1834, 1837–1842, 1850–1860, 1863–1868, 1871–1877, 1891–1893,
1915–1922, 1925–1926.
action interface, the insert segments retain considerable S12) constitute the conserved core of this motif, which
is shared in LNS domains (Rudenko et al., 2001). A largemobility even in the presence of Ca2. The binding sites
for -dystroglycan and the agrin receptor are likely to  loop between strands S11 and S12 complements the
inward curvature of the concave sheet to give the G3overlap, and both interactions require Ca2. The plastic-
ity of the B-inserts may allow the agrin-G3 domain to domain an overall spherical shape. A single disulfide
bridge links Cys1942 near the C terminus to Cys1916 ofdiscriminate between binding partners through an in-
duced-fit mechanism. Compared to structurally related strand S12. The N terminus threads through the disulfide
bond, forming a pseudoknot that brings the N and CLNS domains of laminin, the interaction interface in agrin
has a markedly higher proportion of negatively charged termini in close spatial proximity.
The top edge of the  sandwich in agrin-G3 is flankedresidues.
by four loops (L2-3, L4-5, L6-7, and L10-11) that are
orthogonal to  strands S1–S13 (Figure 2). These loopsResults
correspond to a versatile molecular recognition surface
in the G domains of agrin, as well as in other domainsStructure of the Agrin G3 Domain
The structure of the Ca2-bound chick agrin domain G3- in the LNS family (Rudenko et al., 1999, 2001). This region
will henceforth be denoted as the “interaction interface.”B0 was determined by NMR (Table 1). Structures of the
Ca2-bound neural splice forms containing eight (G3- A single Ca2 ion is bound to this surface. The centers
of the loops L2-3 and L10-11 are more properly viewedB8) and eleven (G3-B11) residue inserts at the B splice
site were determined by X-ray crystallography to resolu- as a short antiparallel  sheet, defined by the backbone
hydrogen bonds N1784:O1885, N1885:O1784, N1786:O1883, andtions of 2.3 A˚ and 1.4 A˚, respectively. The crystal struc-
ture of G3-B8 without Ca2 was determined to 2.8 A˚ N1883:O1786 in the X-ray structures of the agrin-G3 do-
mains. This short  sheet will henceforth be referred toresolution (Table 2). The amino acid numbering scheme
of the B0 sequence is used throughout the text. Insert as the “rim  sheet.” The B-insert site, specific to the
agrin-G3 domain, is located between Ser1784 andresidues are indicated with primes, with the alternative
splice version noted in parentheses. Glu1785 in loop L2-3 (Figure 1C). The A-insert site, which
is only found in the G2 domain, occurs in the loop corre-The agrin-G3 domain adopts a 13-strand  jellyroll
folding motif composed of a concave (red) and a convex sponding to L10-11 in the G3 structure.
The overall agreement between the G3-B0 structure(blue)  sheet (Figure 2A). The ten middle strands (S3–
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Table 2. Crystallographic Data, Phasing and Refinement Statistics
LG3-B11- native LG3-B11-SeMet LG3-B8
1  2  3
Nati1 PTCNa GDCLb (inflection) (peak) (remote) B8 (Ca2) B8 (Ca2)
Data collection
Space group C2 C2 C2 P21 P21 P21 P21 C2
Wavelength (A˚) 0.9874 1.54 1.54 0.9787 0.9783 0.9067 0.981 0.978
Resolution range (A˚) 24.4–1.42 18.3–2.2 29.36–2.1 19.6–2.6 19.6–2.6 19.6–2.6 24.8–2.35 30.9–2.8
Unique reflections 63.594 16.942 19.819 21.233 20.382 21.498 29.221 8.472
Completeness % 98.7 (91.7) 96.4 (93.8) 97.6 (89.4) 97.1 (97) 93 (90.8) 98.4 (97.8) 97.1 (95.5) 99.2 (89)
Redundancy 4.3 (3.9) 2.8 (3.0) 4.2 (5.0) 3.0 (3.0) 3.1 (3.1) 4.5 (4.3) 2.7 (4) 3.2 (3.0)
I/I 8.2 (3.0) 10.9 (4.1) 15.8 (4.1) 12.3 (8.9) 11.8 (10.4) 11.6 (11) 11.3 (2.9) 13.5 (3.7)
Rsymc 4.3 (32.4) 8.7 (40.4) 6.9 (38.4) 8.1 (32.0) 8.8 (38.9) 9.9 (35.7) 11.9 (30.8) 10.2 (31.8)
Rderivd 11.7 17.6
MIR phasing
Heavy atom sites 4 4
Rcullise (centric/acentric) 0.73/0.67 0.58/0.53
Phasing powerf 1.1/1.6 1.8/2.1
(centric/acentric)
Mean FOM (overall) 0.28
MAD phasing
Sites 4
Rcullise (iso/ano) 0.61/0.92 0.58/0.83 0.57/0.86
Phasing powerf (iso/ano) 1.54/2.2 1.2/2.4 —
Mean FOM (overall) 0.50
Refinement and model statistics
R factorg (%), no sigma cutoff 22.0 (35.5) 21.8 (34.1) 23.8 (33.5)
Rfree (%), no sigma cutoff 24.1 (36.6) 26.0 (37.8) 27.1 (36.1)
Average B value (A˚2) 12.8 16.6 23.8
Average B value for L2-3 (A˚2) 25.6 31.2 47.9
Residues missing Pro1(B11) to Lys1783 to Ser1784 Ser3(B8) to
Pro7(B11) and His1(B8) Ile6(B8)
to Pro7 (B8)
Number of Ca2/B values (A˚2) 2/20 4/30–38 —
Bond length (A˚)h 0.007 0.016 0.016
Bond angles (	)h 1.4 1.53 1.6
Ramachandran ploti 87/9.3/2/2 85/12.5/0.8/1.6 73/22/3.4/1.6
Values for the final resolution shells are in parenthesis.
a PTCN, bi-potassium hexacyano platinate.
b GDCL, gadolinium (III) chloride hexahydrate.
c Rsym  |I  I
|/I.
d Rderiv  ||FPH|  |FP||/|FP|.
e Rcullis  ||FPH|  |FPFH||/||FPH|  |FP||.
f Phasing power  [|FH|2/(|FPH|  |FP|)2]1/2.
g Rfactor  ||Fobs|  |Fcalc||/|Fobs|.
h Root-mean-square error.
i Percentage of residues in most favored/additional allowed/generously allowed and disallowed regions.
determined by NMR and the structures of neural G3- 2B). The spread in conformations between individual
members of the NMR ensemble for this region (2.0 B8 and G3-B11 determined by X-ray crystallography is
good (Table 1; Figure 2C). The C rmsd between the B0 0.9 A˚ rmsd) is comparable to the difference between
the NMR and X-ray structures (2.0  0.7 A˚ rmsd). Theand B8 structures is 1.1 A˚ over the 88 residues in regular
 sheet structure. Regions with C rmsds larger than poor structural definition of these loops is a conse-
quence of the severe line broadening of NMR reso-1.3 A˚ occur in a reverse turn between  strands S9
and S10 (1867–1871), a short part of the  loop L11-12 nances from this region. This line broadening, in turn,
points to a dynamically disordered rather than a static(1900–1903), and a segment (1929–1936) that forms a
short  helix in the B0 NMR structure but has an irregular structure for the loops in solution. Disorder in this portion
of the G3 domain is also observed by crystallographyconformation in the B8 and B11 X-ray structures. These
regions are far from the B-insert site and probably reflect and is amplified in the absence of Ca2.
differences between the G domain in solution and in the
crystal rather than changes associated with the B-insert. The B Splice Inserts
The B splice inserts are incorporated between Ser1784The largest differences between the B0 and B8 struc-
tures occur for the interaction interface loops. The preci- and Glu1785 in loop L2-3 of the agrin-G3 domain (Fig-
ures 1B, 1C, and 2). In the family of LNS domains (Hohen-sion of the four loops in the NMR structure is poor (Figure
Figure 2. Structures of Agrin G3 Domains
(A) Ribbon representation of the calcium-bound B11 structure.  strands are labeled S1 to S13, and connecting loops L1-2 to L12-13. The
concave and convex  sheets are shown in red and blue, respectively. The rim-sheet within loops L2-3 and L10-11 is colored green. The
calcium ion is shown as a pink sphere.
(B) Least-squares superposition of the final ensemble of 15 lowest energy NMR structures selected for analysis, onto the coordinate average
structure (data not shown). Loops forming the interaction interface are labeled, and helical segments are shown in gold.
(C) Stereo view of the superposition of the agrin-G3 domain structures: black, B0 with Ca2; cyan, B8 with Ca2; red, B8 without Ca2; orange,
B11 with Ca2. Portions of the splice inserts that are disordered in the X-ray structures are shown with dotted lines.
(D) Stereo view of the calcium binding site of the B8 structure. Residues coordinating the calcium ion are colored according to atom type
and labeled according to the B0 sequence. The calcium ion is shown as a pink sphere, and two bridging water molecules bound to the
calcium ion are shown as gray spheres.
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Figure 3. Changes in the B8 X-Ray Structure Accompanying Removal of Calcium
(A) Combined B factor and C rmsd plot, comparing the structures of G3-B8 with and without calcium. B values for the calcium-bound (cyan)
and calcium-free (pink) structures are superimposed with the C rmsds between the two structures for residues 1795–1950 (black line).
(B) Stereo view of initial unbiased 2Fo-Fc electron density maps for B8 without Ca2 (red, 2.8 A˚ resolution) and B8 with Ca2 (blue, 2.3 A˚
resolution). The density maps are contoured at 1.0 . Phases were obtained using the G3-B11 model as a search template.
ester et al., 1999), the antiparallel  sheet S12-S13 typi- bearing loop similarly manifests large structural differ-
ences in the crystal structures of the G3-B8 with andcally extends the same length as the other strands in
the convex  sheet: S3, S8, S9, and S10. In the agrin- without Ca2 (Figure 3). Changes in the calcium-coordi-
nating residues, by contrast, are relatively minor. In G3-G3 structure, the strand pair S12-S13 is shortened to
accommodate the B-inserts. Strand S13 exhibits an ad- B0, the L2-3 loop experiences large 15N R2 relaxations,
indicative of motion on the timescale of micro- to milli-ditional shift from a core to an exposed position, which
allows the B-inserts to partially fill the crevice between seconds. Four residues from loop L2-3 adjoining the
insert site (Lys1783, Lys1786, Leu1788, and Gln1789)the concave and convex sheets in the B8 and B11 X-ray
structures. Differences between the structures of the could not be located in the 1H-15N HSQC fingerprint map
in spite of considerable effort. The only other residueinactive B0 form and the active B8/B11 neural forms
extend from His1778 at the end of strand S2 to Ser1790 not observed in the 1H-15N HSQC spectra, Glu1814, is
from the adjacent loop L4-5. Motional disorder appearsat the start of strand S3 (Figures 1C, 2A, and 2C). In the
B0 structure, loop L2-3 crosses over from the concave intrinsic to the L2-3 loop, even in the absence of the
B-inserts. Indeed, 15N R2 data for the B0 isoform pointsheet to the convex sheet. The inserts in the neural B8
and B11 splice-insert take the form of surface-oriented to flexibility for all four of the loops that make up the
agrin-G3 interaction interface. By contrast, residues withprotrusions that extend away from the edge of the 
sandwich. Marked differences are observed in the struc- large crystallographic B factors are more tightly cen-
tered on the insert-harboring loop L2-3 (Figure 3). Thetures of the B8 and B11 insert-bearing loops. Here it
is important to note that the B8 and B11 inserts have NMR R2 relaxation rates of the interface loops could be
indirectly amplified by motion restricted to the L2-3 loopmarkedly different sequences (Figure 1B).
It was not possible to accurately trace all residues in if the motion changed the magnetic environments of
the neighboring loops. The lack of solvent exchangethe electron density maps of the insert segments (Table
2; dotted lines in Figures 2A and 2C). Moreover, the protection for amide protons in the four interface loops,
despite the fact that these are linked by hydrogen bondsresidues in the B8 and B11 inserts that could be traced
had considerably higher crystallographic temperature in the X-ray structures, is more consistent with confor-
mational heterogeneity extending throughout the inter-factors than the rest of the structures. The L2-3 insert-
Structures of Agrin G3 Domains
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action interface. Differences between the extent of mo-
tion suggested by NMR and crystallography could be
due to a higher mobility of the interface loops in solution.
A substantial difference is that while a cryocooling tem-
perature of 100 K was used to suppress motion for
X-ray data collection, the NMR data were obtained at a
temperature of 298 K.
To the extent that the  sandwich motif in the LNS
domain family is reminiscent of the  sandwich in the
immunoglobulin fold (Rudenko et al., 2001), the plasticity
of the agrin G3 interaction interface is similar to that of
antibody hypervariable loops. This similarity extends to
the enhanced R2 relaxation rates of sites from the hyper-
variable loops of VL antibody domains (Constantine et
al., 1993).
The Calcium Binding Site
That the agrin G3 domain binds calcium was first re-
ported in the context of the work describing NMR as-
signments for Ca2-bound G3-B0 (Alexandrescu et al.,
2001). Here, we supplement the earlier report with infor-
mation on the Ca2 binding site of the G3 domain ob-
tained from X-ray crystallography and NMR. The calcium
ion is bound on the rim of the  sandwich (Figure 2D).
The octahedral coordination sphere in agrin is similar
to those of the G4 and G5 domains of the laminin 2
chain (Hohenester et al., 1999; Tisi et al., 2000). The
calcium ion in the agrin G3 domain is coordinated by
Figure 4. Calcium Binding Monitored by NMRthe side chains of Asp1817 (loop L4-5) and Asp1886
(A) Superposition of 1H-15N HSQC correlation spectra collected on(loop L10-11), two acidic residues that are structurally
a 0.8 mM solution of B0 in the absence (purple) and presence (blue)conserved in laminin. The coordination sphere in agrin-
of 5 mM CaCl2.G3 also involves the backbone carbonyl oxygens of (B) Calcium dependence of the HN chemical shifts for residue
Leu1834 from L6-7, and Gln1884 from L10-11. The two Thr1911 in the B0 (filled circles) and B8 (filled squares) G3 domains.
residues are backbone sites that are structurally con- The curves represent least-square fits of the data to a model assum-
ing 1:1 binding:   0[Ca2]free/(Kd  [Ca2]free), where  is the ob-served between agrin and laminin. In agrin-G3 the cal-
served chemical shift, and 0 is the chemical shift plateau at highcium coordination sphere is slightly more complex than
Ca2 concentration. Free Ca2 was calculated from [Ca2]free in laminin, with residues Glu1785 from L2-3 and Thr1883
 [Ca2]total(/0[protein]). Kd values obtained from the least squaresfrom L10-11 mediating protein-ligand interactions analysis were 0.63  0.07 mM and 0.10  0.04 mM for B0 and B8,
through water bridges. Loops L4-5, L6-7, and L10-11, respectively. The uncertainties are the standard errors of the fits.
and indirectly loop L2-3, thus contribute ligands for the
Ca2 binding site. G3 domain structure accompanying Ca2 binding. The
The binding to -DG of laminins, agrin, and perlecan calcium-free and calcium-bound B8 crystal structures
has an absolute requirement for Ca2, suggesting that are very similar, with 145 C atoms from the core S3-
these proteins bind -DG in a similar manner (Campa- S13 region of the structure superposable with an rmsd
nelli et al., 1996; Gesemann et al., 1996). Based on the of 0.33 A˚. Significant differences are seen in the confor-
X-ray structures of G domains from laminin, Ca2 is mations of the interaction interface loops, which also
thought to bind directly to the carbohydrate moieties of show the largest changes in NMR spectra on Ca2 bind-
-DG (Hohenester and Engel, 2002). Recent mutagene- ing. The largest differences are associated with loop
sis studies, however, suggest that in the LG4-LG5 do- L2-3 (Figures 2C and 3). In the calcium-free structure,
main pair of the laminin 2 chain, only the Ca2 binding the L2-3 loop extends away from the edge of the 
site of the LG4 domain is necessary for-DG recognition sandwich, whereas the loop is in a more compact con-
(Wizemann et al., 2003). formation folded against the convex/concave  sheet
Ca2 is also required for the AChR clustering activity interface in the Ca2-bound structures of B8 and B11.
of agrin. Mutation of one of the conserved aspartates The main chain of the Ca2-bound and Ca2-free B8
(Asp1889) that is a putative Ca2 ligand in the G3 domain structures start to diverge at His1778, which also corre-
of rat agrin was recently reported to inhibit AChR cluster- sponds to a fulcrum for structural differences between
ing activity and to interfere with the binding of the G3 the calcium-bound states of the B0, B8, and B11 splice
domain to muscle membrane (Tseng et al., 2003). variants of the protein.
Effect of Ca2 Binding on FlexibilityStructural Changes Induced by Ca2 Binding
The X-ray structure of the Ca2-free B8 splice isoform Addition of Ca2 leads to large changes in the NMR
spectrum of the G3-B0 isoform (Figures 4 and 5). Resi-offers the opportunity to examine the changes in the
Structure
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Figure 5. Summary of the Ca2 Dependence of Chemical Shifts and 15N R2 Relaxation Values
(A) 15N R2 relaxation values in the presence (red) and absence (blue) of 5 mM Ca2. Residues broadened beyond detection, or those for which
R2 values were too large to measure accurately, are assigned a uniform value of 70 Hz (points above solid line).
(B) R2 values in the presence of Ca2 mapped onto the lowest energy B0 NMR structure.
(C) R2 values in the absence of Ca2. Residues for which R2 values could not be characterized due to overlap or missing assignments are
shown in gray, residues broadened beyond detection in light blue, and the remainder of residues according to the color ramp shown.
(D) Chemical shift differences for B0, with and without 8 mM CaCl2. The data are presented as |HN|  10|N|, where HN and N are
the changes in amide proton and amide nitrogen chemical shifts. The 15 residues at the N terminus are unstructured and serve as a reference
point for regions that undergo no changes in chemical shifts in the presence of Ca2. The gray line indicates the mean. Blue values indicate
residues broadened beyond detection in the absence of Ca2 (assigned a uniform value of 7).
(E) Surface representation of the G3-B0 domain, color coded according to chemical shift changes: orange, chemical shift changes within one
standard deviation of the mean; green, chemical shift changes greater than one standard deviation; blue, broadened beyond detection; gray,
not characterized.
(F) Same as (E), except after rotation to bring the four interaction interface loops to the front.
dues from the four loops show the largest R2 relaxation The interface loops also show the largest changes in
chemical shifts (Figure 5D). Large changes in 15N relax-rates in the presence of Ca2 (Figures 5A and 5B). 15N R2
relaxation rates measured for the Ca2-bound domain ation parameters and in the positions of 1H-15N HSQC
correlations on addition of Ca2 are also observed for theusing two different CPMG refocusing delays indicate
that the enhanced R2 rates for the loops and adjacent B8 splice version (A.T.A., unpublished data). Regression
analyses of the Ca2 concentration dependence ofregions of the  sheet are due to conformational ex-
change contributions on the microsecond to millisecond chemical shifts to a model (Gagelli et al., 1999) assuming
1:1 binding indicate that Ca2 binds to both the B0 andtimescale (A.T.A, unpublished data). In the absence of
Ca2, many of the residues from the loops become too B8 forms with dissociation constants of 0.6 and 0.1 mM,
respectively (Figure 4B). The residues that experiencebroad to detect in 1H-15N HSQC correlation maps (Figure
5C). Sites with 15N R2 relaxation rates larger than 25 s1 the largest changes in HN chemical shifts and 15N R2
relaxation rates are tightly clustered in the structureextend into segments of the  sheets adjacent to the
four loops for the Ca2-free protein. The changes in (Figures 5E and 5F) and map to the surface of an interac-
tion interface that is important in ligand binding for the15N R2 relaxation rates could be caused by a shift in
equilibrium between Ca2-free and Ca2-bound forms LNS domains of agrin, as well as for the related LNS
domains of laminin, neurexin, and SHBG.of the protein in intermediate exchange on the NMR
timescale. That line broadening contributions are largest In contrast to the large changes in chemical shifts
and R2 relaxation rates accompanying Ca2 binding,in the Ca2-free protein and decrease on addition of
saturating concentrations of Ca2, however, is more differences in hydrogen exchange protection between
the free and Ca2-bound states of the G3-B0 are smallconsistent with a reduction in mobility and consolidation
of the G3 domain structure on binding of Ca2. (Figure 6). Amide protons from the four interface loops,
Structures of Agrin G3 Domains
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Figure 6. Summary of Hydrogen Exchange
Data for G3-B0
(A) The protein in the presence of Ca2. The
C carbons of protected amide protons are
shown as spheres with volumes that indicate
the stability of amide proton to solvent ex-
change: small, GHX  3–7 kcal/mol; medium,
GHX  7–10.5 kcal/mol; large, GHX 
 10.5
kcal/mol. The spheres are colored according
to location in the structure: red, concave 
sheet; blue, convex  sheet; orange,  heli-
ces; black, nonperiodic structure.
(B) The protein in the absence of Ca2. The sizes of the C atoms are the same as in (A). Residues whose protection is independent of Ca2
within 1.5 kcal/mol are colored as in (A). The remainder are colored as follows: green, no protection observed in the absence of Ca2; magenta,
protection decreased by more than 1.5 kcal/mol in the absence of Ca2; yellow, no information available (correlations for the Ca2-free protein
in H2O are broadened beyond detection). Most residues that show a large decrease in protection (green and magenta) are in irregular secondary
structures or near the edge of the  sheet that contacts the interaction-interface loops. Experiments were performed at 25	C (pH 6.5).
including the rim  sheet, exchanged during the 45 min entire loop L2-3 and  strand S13 show structural mobil-
ity to allow spatial accommodation of the inserted resi-dead time of the hydrogen exchange experiments in
both the Ca2-bound and Ca2-free states. By contrast, dues. The NMR and X-ray results are in agreement on the
dynamic disorder of the insert segments. The primaryamide protons from the core of the protein resisted
exchange for several months. The core protons are part pressure on the conservation of a protein structure is
the retention of hydrophobic core packing, which wouldof the extensive hydrogen bonding networks of the con-
cave and convex  sheets. The change in free energy require substantial rearrangements to accommodate a
newly inserted segment (Chothia and Lesk, 1987). Disor-accompanying global unfolding can be estimated to a
good approximation from the most strongly protected der could thus be a generic feature of short insert seg-
ments when these are incorporated into predefined fold-amide protons in the core of the protein (Bai et al., 1993).
The GHX values of some 35 amide protons in the core ing topologies. By analogy to “intrinsically unfolded”
proteins, the insert segments may become structuredof the B0 structure are on the order of 9–10 kcal/mol in
the Ca2-bound protein (half-lives of 1 to 2 months at on complex formation. A localized folding transition cou-
pled to binding would offer a number of advantages,pH 6.5, 25	C). In the absence of Ca2, the stability to
exchange decreases by only a small amount to a GHX including selectivity between multiple binding partners
(Dyson and Wright, 2002). The inserts could act likeof 8–9 kcal/mol. This suggest that Ca2binding stabilizes
the G3 domain to unfolding by at most 1.5 kcal/mol. adaptor modules, serving divergent roles in molecular
recognition without interfering with the functions of the
protein core.Discussion
The unique function of agrin to induce AChR aggrega-
tion during synapse development depends on its inter-The agrin G3 domain adopts an LNS-fold, a motif ob-
action with a MuSK-containing receptor complex (Glassserved in domains from laminins (Hohenester et al.,
et al., 1996). The activation of MuSK by agrin requires1999), neurexins (Rudenko et al., 1999), SHBG (Grish-
the presence of the B-inserts in the agrin G3 domain,kovskaya et al., 2000), and GAS-6 (Sasaki et al., 2002).
Ca2, and an additional as yet unidentified myotube-The fold is more distantly related to those of the C-type
specific accessory component(s) called MASC (Glasslectins and pentraxins (Rudenko et al., 2001). Many
et al., 1996; Sanes and Lichtman, 2001). An intriguingmembers of the LNS/pentaxin superfamily bind Ca2.
hypothesis is that MASC could be a myotube-specificWhile Ca2 binding sites are tightly conserved in some
posttranslational modification or a carbohydrate (GlassLNS domains, the Ca2 binding site of GAS-6 (Sasaki et
et al., 1996; Martin, 2002; Sanes and Lichtman, 2001).al., 2002) occurs at the interface between a pair of LNS
A carbohydrate-mediated interaction between agrin anddomains, at a site different from those in the LNS do-
its receptor is particularly attractive in light of the struc-mains of agrin and laminin. The more distantly related
ture of the G3 domain. If binding were mediated throughpentraxin SAP (Emsley et al., 1994) binds Ca2 at nearly
carbohydrates, it could explain how the agrin G3 domainthe opposite end of the  sandwich compared to agrin-
could interact with molecules as different as -DG andG3. Binding partners for LNS domains range from pro-
MuSK using structurally overlapping recognition sites.teins (Rudenko et al., 1999) to carbohydrates (Hohenes-
Binding of carbohydrate moieties through Ca2, by anal-ter and Engel, 2002) to steroids (Grishkovskaya et al.,
ogy with the mechanism proposed for laminin G do-2000). While the substrate binding sites of neurexin-
mains (Hohenester and Engel, 2002; Hohenester et al.,1, SHGB, and laminin are located on a similar surface
1999), could account for the Ca2 requirement for bothformed by the four interaction interface loops, the bind-
-DG binding (Campanelli et al., 1996; Gesemann et al.,ing sites for the structurally related pentraxins and lec-
1996) and AChR clustering activity (Tseng et al., 2003).tins are near the  loop L11-12 or on the opposite edge
The B-inserts activate clustering of AChR receptorsof the  sandwich (Rudenko et al., 2001).
but inhibit binding of agrin to -DG. The G1-EGF-EGF-The B-inserts, which are specific to the agrin-G3 do-
G2 fragment of agrin binds -DG with high affinity. Bymain, are accommodated without any large perturba-
tions of the core fold of the  sandwich. However, the contrast, the G2-EGF-G3 domain tandem binds -DG
Structure
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Figure 7. Comparison of Charge Distribution
in Calcium Bound G Domains
(A) The G5 domain of the 2 chain of laminin
(Hohenester et al., 1999). Basic residues impor-
tant in binding of -DG to laminin are labeled
green.
(B) Calcium-bound NMR structure of the
agrin-G3 B0 domain.
(C) Calcium-bound B8 X-ray structure.
(D) Calcium-bound B11 X-ray structure. The
calcium binding site is indicated in the laminin
structure, but is left out for clarity in the agrin
structures (conserved red cavity). The GRASP
diagrams were made using the “full.crg”
charge/radius file and are colored according
to an electrostatic potential ramp ranging
from 5 e kT1 (blue, positive) to 5 e kT1
(red, negative). The calcium ion was not in-
cluded in electrostatic calculations. The posi-
tion of the calcium binding site (conserved
red cavity) is indicated in the laminin
structure.
weakly (Campanelli et al., 1996). Moreover, the presence changes in NMR signals from the interface loops on
addition of calcium, indicate that there is substantialof a B8 insert in the G3 domain of a 95 kDa C-terminal
fragment of agrin lowers the affinity for -DG more than cross-talk between the calcium binding site and the
sequence inserts. Whereas the Ca2 binding site in the10-fold compared to the insert-less B0 version of the
same fragment (Gesemann et al., 1996). It has been laminin G domain was suggested to be rigid (Hohenester
et al., 1999), the present results indicate that the agrinsuggested that the B-inserts might inhibit binding of
-DG by coordinating Ca2 (Hohenester et al., 1999). G3 interaction interface is mobile and that considerable
mobility remains even after Ca2 coordination. CalciumThe present work does not support this mechanism.
Because of the flexibility of the inserts, it also seems organizes the interaction interface rather than binding
to a preformed binding site. These observations areunlikely that the inserts could sterically occlude the bind-
ing site for -DG. In addition to Ca2, the binding of -DG consistent with a regulatory role for Ca2 in the functions
of the agrin G3 domain.and heparin to laminins is mediated through patches of
basic residues (Timpl et al., 2000; Wizemann et al., 2003). NMR titration experiments indicate that the B0 and
B8 forms of the G3 domain bind Ca2 with a Kd of 0.6The basic residues form a positively charged crevice
(Figure 7A, blue) adjacent to the conserved Ca2 binding and 0.1 mM, respectively (Figure 4B). A dissociation
constant for Ca2 of about 10 mM was recently reportedsite (Figure 7A, red). The reduced affinity of agrin G3 for
-DG is consistent with a shift in the charge properties for the G3-B8 domain of rat agrin based on circular
dichroism experiments (Tseng et al., 2003). Fluctuationsof the domain’s interaction interface compared to that of
the laminin G5 domain (Figure 7). Compared to laminin, in Ca2 around the millimolar range of concentrations
likely to be present at the synaptic cleft could be impor-residues from this crevice are replaced by neutral or
acidic residue in agrin, and more subtle structural tant in regulating MuSK activation by agrin-G3 (Tseng
et al., 2003) and in modulating agrin/-DG complexeschanges disperse the remaining concentration of posi-
tive charges. The B8 and B11 inserts introduce one and that need to be formed and broken during synapse re-
modeling over the lifetime of the NMJ (Sanes and Licht-three new acidic residues, respectively. The B19 insert,
which joins B8 and B11, introduces four new negative man, 2001).
In addition to -DG and the MuSK/MASC receptor,charges (Figure 1).
The B-insert site of agrin-G3 is close to the Ca2 bind- recent work has identified new potential binding part-
ners for the agrin-G3 domain, which appear to be in-ing site. Differences observed in the X-ray structures of
the G3-B8 with and without calcium, together with the volved in neuron-neuron rather than neuron-muscle in-
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ments and represented as 1/r6
1/6 sums using XPLOR 3.851teractions. Deletion analysis of the agrin gene identified
(Brunger, 1992). Initial structures calculated with this approach werean adhesion site for integrins close to the B-insert site
used to identify sites in which one of the stereospecific assignmentsin rat agrin-G3 (Burgess et al., 2002). The integrin-medi-
was more consistent with the remaining distance and dihedral re-
ated neuronal adhesion site includes the B-insert but straints. This enabled stereospecific assignment of a further 13
does not depend on the presence of the insert (Burgess methylene groups and 13 valine and leucine prochiral methyl groups.
For the final NMR calculations, 400 random conformations wereet al., 2002). Deletion analysis has also identified a neural
subjected to restrained torsion angle dynamics with the programreceptor that is activated by the agrin-G3 domain in a
DYANA 1.5 (Gu¨ntert et al., 1997). The 40 structures with the smallestmanner that is independent of the B site inserts (Hoover
DYANA target functions were refined with a published simulatedet al., 2003). Clarification of these processes will clearly
annealing protocol using the program XPLOR 3.851 (Nilges et al.,
benefit from structural information on the complexes. 1991). The 15 lowest energy simulated annealing structures with no
The present work sets the foundation for further struc- distance violations greater than 0.4 A˚ or dihedral violations larger
than 4	were kept for analysis. Ca2-titration experiments were donetural work by describing the interplay of structure and
with samples in 10 mM imidazole buffer (pH 6.5). To monitor thedynamics in the free agrin-G3 domain. The plasticity
effects on chemical shifts, a series of 1H-15N HSQC spectra wereof the interaction interface in this domain suggests an
recorded for each form of the protein from zero CaCl2 to a CaCl2optimization for selectivity through induced fit binding,
concentration at which changes in the spectra reached their limiting
which undoubtedly contributes to the versatility of the values. 15N relaxation data were recorded using published experi-
truly multifunctional agrin protein. ments from the Varian ProteinPack. The relaxation data were ob-
tained on a 0.8 mM B0 sample in the absence and presence of 5
mM CaCl2. Transverse relaxation rates were obtained from separateExperimental Procedures
data sets for the free and Ca2-bound domain, each sampled with
T2 relaxation periods of 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, 0.13, and 0.15 s.Protein Expression and Purification
Hydrogen exchange data were collected on 1 mM protein samplesThe agrin-G3 Bφ domain comprises residues Glu1752–Lys1944 of
at pH 6.4 and a temperature of 25	C, with no Ca2 or with 6 mMthe chicken agrin protein (Swissprot: P31696, B0 splice form). The
CaCl2. Hydrogen/deuterium isotope exchange rates were obtainedneural forms contain specific splice inserts of 8 (B8) and 11 residues
from the decay in 1H-15N HSQC correlations as a function of time,(B11) following Ser1782. With the exception of selenomethionine-
following dissolution of protein in D2O. Protection factors were cal-substituted agrin-G3 (B11), all agrin-G3 domains were expressed in
culated from experimental exchange rates, solution conditions, andE. coli strain JM109 (Novagen) using the bacterial expression vector
the protein sequence (Bai et al., 1993).pGSTHis. The pGSTHis vector is a derivative of pGEX-1 (Amersham
Biosciences), which encodes glutathionine S-transferase (GST) car-
rier protein, followed by a His6-tag, a thrombin cleavage site, and X-Ray Crystallography
the agrin-G3 domain of interest. Cells were grown in modified New Crystallization experiments with native G3-B11 were performed at
Minimal Medium (Wiltscheck et al., 1997). The fusion proteins were 4	C employing the vapor diffusion technique. Hanging droplets were
purified by affinity chromatography on glutathione Sepharose prepared by mixing 2 l protein solution (7 mg ml1) with 0.1 M
(Amersham Biosciences) as described in the manufacturer’s instruc- sodium cacodylate (pH 6.5), 26% (w/v) PEG8000, and 0.2 M sodium
tions. After thrombin cleavage, the agrin-G3 domains were sep- acetate. The crystals belong to space group C2 with dimensions
arated from the His6-tagged GST by immobilized metal affinity a 101.3 A˚, b 57.5 A˚, c 74.6 A˚, and  127.1	 and contained two
chromatography on Ni2-Sepharose (Novagen) according to the monomers per asymmetric unit (Vm  1.9). The selenomethionine-
manufacturer’s manual. As a result of the thrombin cleavage site, labeled protein was crystallized under the same conditions; how-
the recombinant proteins contain an additional Gly and Ser residue ever, these crystals belonged to space group P21 and contained four
at their N terminus. For the preparation of uniformly labeled 15N monomers per asymmetric unit (Vm  1.9). The selenomethionine-
protein samples, the medium for cell growth was supplemented labeled protein crystals had cell dimensions of a  76.4 A˚, b 
with 1 g/l 15NH4Cl. For double-labeled 15N/13C samples, the medium 55.8 A˚, c  84.0 A˚, and   99.3	.
was supplemented with an additional 3 g/l 13C6-D-glucose. For triple Crystals of G3-B8 were also obtained at 4	C with a slightly in-
labeled 2H/15N/13C B0 samples, 3 g/l of deuterated d7-13C6-D-glucose creased concentration of PEG8000 (28%–29%). These belonged to
was used as a carbon source, and the media components were dis- space group P21, and had cell dimensions a  76.8 A˚, b  56.6 A˚,
solved in 99.9% D2O. Selenomethionine-substituted agrin-G3 (B11) for c  84.9 A˚, and   99.75	, with four monomers in the asymmetric
X-ray crystallography was expressed in BL834(DE3) (hsd metB) cells unit. Calcium-free G3-B8 was obtained by incubating the protein
in modified New Minimal Medium (Wiltscheck et al., 1997). with 0.1 mM EGTA for 48 hr. Crystals were obtained under the same
conditions as described for G3-B8 with calcium and belonged to
space group C2 (a  102.2 A˚, b  56.7 A˚, c  74.9 A˚, and  NMR Spectroscopy
127.0	), containing two monomers in the asymmetric unit.NMR data were recorded on a 600 MHz Varian spectrometer at
All data were collected at 100 K using a MAR Research imaginga temperature of 25	C. Restraints for structure calculations were
plate detector. MAD X-ray data were collected at the inflection pointcollected on 1 mM 2H/13C/15N and 13C/15N protein samples containing
fmin (0.97867 A˚), the peak of absorption f″max (0.97834 A˚), and5 mM CaCl2 in 10 mM imidazole-d4 buffer (pH 6.5). Three-dimen-
the high-energy remote (0.907 A˚) of the K edges of Se determinedsional HCCH-TOCSY data were used to extend published 1H, 15N,
by X-ray fluorescence spectra at beamline X31 of DESY. At eachand 13C backbone and partial side chain assignments to complete
wavelength, Bijvoet mates were scanned by 180	 rotations. All heavy1H and 13C aliphatic side chain assignments (Alexandrescu et al.,
atom derivative data sets were collected using monochromatized2001). NOE distance restraints were obtained from 3D 1H-15N
Cu K radiation (  1.5418 A˚) from an Elliott GX-20 rotating anode.NOESY-HSQC (  100 ms), 1H-15N HSQC-NOESY-HSQC (  200
The diffraction images were processed using MOSFLM (CCP4,ms, perdeuterated sample), and 13C-edited NOESY (  125 ms).
1994). Structure factors were scaled and reduced using SCALAHydrogen bond restraints were assigned based on protection from
(CCP4, 1994). Datasets for G3-B8 with and without calcium weresolvent exchange and consistency of hydrogen bonds with prelimi-
both collected on beamline PX6 at SLS in Villingen.nary structures. Backboneφ and  dihedral restraints were obtained
from 1H, 13C, 13C, 13C, and 15N chemical shifts using the program
TALOS (Cornilescu et al., 1999). Side chain 1 restraints were from Crystallographic Structure Determination and Refinement
The structure of G3-B11 was determined by a combination of multi-3-D HNHB data in conjunction with N2/N3 and 2/3 NOE
intensity ratios. These data were also used to obtain stereospecific ple isomorphous replacement (MIR) and multiple anomalous disper-
sion (MAD). Initial heavy atom positions for gadolinium and platinumassignments for the C protons of 37 residues. NOEs involving the
remainder of prochiral groups with nondegenerate chemical shifts (space group C2) were obtained from difference Patterson maps and
analyzed in a common origin with cross-phased difference Fourierwere treated as ambiguous with respect to stereospecific assign-
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maps. Heavy atom parameters were refined with SHARP (De La Borges, L.S., Lee, Y., and Ferns, M. (2002). Dual role for calcium in
agrin signaling and acetylcholine receptor clustering. J. Neurobiol.Fortelle and Bricogne, 1997). The MIR phases (29–2.5 A˚, mean figure
of merit  0.28) disallowed a straightforward interpretation of the 50, 69–79.
electron density map. The selenomethionine positions (space group Brunger, A.T. (1992). A System for X-ray Crystallography and NMR.
P21) were obtained from difference Patterson maps and analyzed X-PLOR Version 3.1 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press).
in a common origin with cross-phased difference Fourier maps using
Burgess, R.W., Dickman, D.K., Nunez, L., Glass, D.J., and Sanes,
the program SOLVE (Terwilliger and Berendzen, 1999). Heavy atom
J.R. (2002). Mapping sites responsible for interactions of agrin with
parameters were refined with SHARP. The MAD phases (19–2.6 A˚,
neurons. J. Neurochem. 83, 271–284.
mean figure of merit  0.50) were greatly improved and extended
Campanelli, J.T., Gayer, G.G., and Scheller, R.H. (1996). Alternativeto 1.4 A˚ by use of DM-MULTI with multiple crystal averaging, solvent
RNA splicing that determines agrin activity regulates binding toflattening, histogram matching, and phase extension (CCP4, 1994).
heparin and alpha-dystroglycan. Development 122, 1663–1672.Crystal structures of G3-B8 with and without Ca2 were both
CCP4 (Collaborative Computational Project 4) (1994). The CCP4determined by molecular replacement. A truncated monomeric sub-
suite: programs for protein crystallography. Acta Crystallogr. D 50,unit of G3-B11 was used as a search template. To exclude model
760–763.bias, the search model contained only  strands S3–S12, forming
the backbone of the  sandwich. All loops connecting the  strands Chothia, C., and Lesk, A.M. (1987). The evolution of protein struc-
were omitted. Because G3-B8 crystallizes in two different space tures. Cold Spring Harb. Symp. Quant. Biol. 52, 399–405.
groups (C2 without calcium and P21 with calcium), the orientation Constantine, K.L., Friedrichs, M.S., Goldfarb, V., Jeffrey, P.D., Sher-
of the dimeric and tetrameric arrangement could be determined
iff, S., and Mueller, L. (1993). Characterization of the backbone dy-
from peaks in the native Patterson and self-rotation functions. Clear
namics of an anti-digoxin antibody VL domain by inverse detected
outstanding peaks in the rotation as well as in the translation
1H–15N NMR: comparison with X-ray data for the Fab. Proteins 15,
searches lead to a straightforward structure solution.
290–311.
Electron density analysis and model building for all three struc-
Cornilescu, G., Delaglio, F., and Bax, A. (1999). Protein backbonetures were done with the program MAIN (Turk, 1992). The structures
angle restraints from searching a database for chemical shift andwere refined with REFMAC using a TLS-refinement protocol (CCP4,
sequence homology. J. Biomol. NMR 13, 289–302.1994). The procedure did not use noncrystallographic symmetry
restraints. The final model of native G3-B11 contains residues 1764– Cornish, T., Chi, J., Johnson, S., Lu, Y., and Campanelli, J.T. (1999).
1953 and one calcium ion per monomer. The crystal structure of Globular domains of agrin are functional units that collaborate to
calcium-bound G3-B11 was refined to 1.4 A˚ resolution with final induce acetylcholine receptor clustering. J. Cell Sci. 112, 1213–1223.
crystallographic R factors of 22.0% (working set) and 24.1% (free De La Fortelle, E., and Bricogne, G. (1997). Maximum-Likelihood
set) (see Table 2). The crystal structure of G3-B8 with calcium was Heavy-Atom Parameter Refienement for Multiple Isomorphous Re-
refined to 2.3 A˚ resolution (with R factor/Rfree factor of 21.8%/26.0%), placement and Multiwavelength Anomalous Diffraction Methods,
and without calcium to 2.8 A˚ resolution (23.8%/27.1% for R factor/ Vol. 277, Part A (San Diego, CA: Academic Press).
Rfree factor). The electron density for the molecules is well defined Dyson, H.J., and Wright, P.E. (2002). Coupling of folding and binding
with the exception of residues within loop region L2-3, which con-
for unstructured proteins. Curr. Opin. Struct. Biol. 12, 54–60.
tains the B-inserts (Table 2).
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